
The Figures 
 

250 Dutch-language literary titles translated into German 

 182 Dutch-language literary titles have already appeared in German translations in the run-up to the Frankfurt Book 
Fair. Adding the titles still to be released before October brings the total up to 230 translations. That number is expected 
to rise further to more than 250 titles (in all literary genres: fiction, non-fiction, poetry, children's and youth literature 
and graphic novels).  

 As a comparison: in recent years, an average of some 85 new translations have been published annually in German-
speaking territory. One of the major objectives of the Dutch-Flemish guest of honour appearance has therefore already 
been achieved before the book fair has even taken place.  

> German translations published in May  

376 New releases in the Frankfurt Book Fair catalogue 

 Each year, the Frankfurt Book Fair compiles a catalogue of Neuerscheinungen (new releases): translations into  
German of books from the guest country. In addition to literary titles, these also include travel guides and art books, for 
example. The tally is now already at 376 titles. Never before has a guest country succeeded in achieving so many  
translations in the run-up to the Frankfurt Book Fair.  

> State of affairs new releases June 2016  

 

132 German publishers with a Dutch-language book 

 132 German literary publishers have programmed the translation of a Dutch-language book in 2016. The foreign rights 
teams of the Dutch Foundation for Literature and the Flemish Literature Fund have been promoting Dutch-language 
literature in the German market by meetings with publishers at the Frankfurt Book Fair, visiting publishers in Berlin, 
Frankfurt and Munich and inviting German publishers to the Netherlands and Flanders for visitors’ programmes. In 2014 
and 2015, the two organisations invited a total of 50 German publishers to Antwerp and Amsterdam.  

 The German-speaking world is the largest sales market for Dutch-language literature. Moreover, the German book  
market acts as a springboard to other language regions. Thanks to the guest of honour status, the network of German 
publishers involved in Dutch-language literature has grown by 25%. These include large, renowned publishers and  
smaller, independent houses.  

 
 

https://www.facebook.com/1633423116945356/photos/?tab=album&album_id=1720780271542973
http://www.buchmesse.de/images/fbm/dokumente-ua-pdfs/2016/flandern_niederlande_neuerscheinungen_juni2016_57815.pdf


  70  authors from Flanders and the Netherlands at the Frankfurt Book Fair  

 From 19 to 23 October 2016, at and around the fair in Frankfurt there will be an extensive literary and cultural  
programme with virtual reality, exhibitions on art, design and, architecture, theatre and film festivals and literary  
encounters for the public at large. Part of this program will take place in the specially set-up pavilion (2, 300 m²) at the 
fair, but numerous events will also be held in the city.  

 70 Flemish and Dutch authors in all genres will be participating in this programme at the invitation of the two literary 
foundations. A number of authors will also attend the book fair at the invitation of their publishers.  

 > List of 70 authors  

  60  authors from the Netherlands and Flanders at venues throughout Germany  

 In the run-up to the Frankfurt Book Fair, there will be performances by at least 60 Dutch and Flemish authors at festivals 
all across Germany, most of them other names. In May and June, the Kinder- und Jugendbuchwochen (Children's and 
Youth Book Weeks, Cologne) were entirely devoted to Dutch-language children's and youth literature, with 10 Dutch 
and Flemish guests. 7 Dutch-language graphic novelists were invited to the Erlangen Comic-Salon and, in June, six Dutch-
language and six German-language authors took part in a major Lesefest (reading festival) in Berlin, in collaboration with 
DasMag. In September, the Hamburg Harbourfront Literaturfestival is presenting 10 Dutch and Flemish authors and the 
Berlin Internationales Literaturfestival has 11 on the bill.  

  31  Dutch to German translators stay in Antwerp in Amsterdam  

 Of the many translators contracted by German publishers, in 2015 and 2016 31 stayed in translators' houses in  
Amsterdam and Antwerp, where they worked on translations from Dutch to German.  

  23 German, Flemish and Dutch writers as writers-in-residence  

 In 2015 and 2016, 12 German writers stayed in writers' houses in the Netherlands (Amsterdam) and Flanders (Brussels). 
In 2015 and 2016, 11 Dutch and Flemish writers stayed in writers' houses in Germany (Berlin, Bergen, Sylt, etc.).  

400  Flemish-Dutch literary and cultural events in Germany  

 This year, there will be a total of more than 400 events, shows, lectures, exhibitions and performances programmed 
within the context of the guest of honour status.  

 This autumn, the red carpet will be rolled out at various locations in Frankfurt for artists from Flanders and the  
Netherlands. Künstlerhaus Mousonturm has invited 10 dance and theatre companies to participate in an exciting, six-
week-long performing arts festival. The MMK (modern art museum) has invited three artists: Fiona Tan (MMK1), Willem 
de Rooij (MMK2) and Laure Prouvost (MMK3). Schauspiel Frankfurt, Städel Museum, Foto Forum, basis, DAM (German 
Architecture Museum) and the German Film Institute have developed original projects to present well-known and less 
familiar names from contemporary art in Flanders and the Netherlands. And through them, a wide variety of images, 
stories, visions and ideas about life in today's world.  

 Outside Frankfurt, too, cultural events are planned, such as an exhibition on the history of the media from a  
comparative perspective in Göttingen, a weekend of children's and youth theatre in Mainz and a Flemish-Dutch focus in 
the poetry-film Festival in Münster.  

http://www.letterenfonds.nl/images/2016-06/201606-frankfurt-autoren.pdf
http://www.letterenfonds.nl/en/residency-for-writers-in-amsterdam
http://writersinresidence.passaporta.be/index.php?q=//language/en

